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Abstract A divide-and-conquer strategy in shape from shading is proposed for recovering book surface
on fully perspective condition. It is shown that unique shape can be recovered despite of more unknowns
than shade images by dividing original implicit SFS problem into explicit ones. Using invariance of shading, a
transformed shading equation and a recurrence relation is derived for depth recovery. Whole process is divided
into three sequential processes : preprocessing, apparent shape recovery, and ortho-image generation. Com-
prehensive algorithms are implemented for each process. The reliability of proposed strategy and accuracy of
recovered results are shown through simulations and real experiment.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, a divide-and-conquer strategy is
discussed in solving shape from shading (SFS)
problem on fully perspective condition. The ob-

serving environments, being �xed by external re-

quirements, are composed of two light sources
and one camera which are the usual setting in in-

dustrial applications. The target object is surface

of book which can be treated as double cylinder
in global appearance and Lambertian reectance

model is assumed for this object.

The idea of this paper is based on a strategy

which divides a implicitly connected problem into
explicit ones, and solves it step by step. Each part

of the idea is connected with several research-

es on perspective light condition[1][5][6], on re-

covery of book surface[9][10], and on perspective
observation[3][4][6].

It has been generally considered hard to solve

fully perspective SFS problem[6] because prior
knowledge of depth, i.e. the solution itself, is
needed to solve problem. Using only two light
sources makes it di�cult to solve problem ow-

ing to more unknowns than known conditions.
Shape recovery of book surface is not simple be-
cause of obstacles like non-constant albedos, self-
shadows and interreections[7][9]. Whereas, as-

suming cylindrical shape and invariance of shad-
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of whole process.

ing help it to reduce complexity of problem.

A new strategy is proposed to overcome di�-
culties of underlying problem. Fortunately, shad-
ing is invariant to observing position in Lambert-

ian model. This results invariance of slope and
depth. Therefore, it is possible to divide origi-
nal implicit problem into explicit ones using in-
variances without violating generality of problem.

So, whole recovery problem is divided into three :
preprocessing, apparent shape recovery, and gen-
eration of ortho-image, as shown in �g.1. In this
strategy, for the reduction of unknowns which are

�ve, a transformed shading equation and a re-
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Figure 2: Lighting, observing and surface compo-
nents de�ned in world coordinate.
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Figure 3: Apparent position of object de�ned by
the relation of two coordinates.

currence relation which are essential in solving
problem are derived. Using these equations, un-

knowns can be reduced into two, and consequent-
ly, unique shape recovery become possible.

Underlying problem will be analyzed in section
2, and strategy for solution will be discussed in
section 3. Practical algorithms will be explained

in section 4, and experiments will be done in sec-
tion 5. In section 6, estimation of proposed strat-
egy will be discussed.

2 Problem formulation
Original Lambertian reectance model[2] is de-

�ned by orthographic projection. Therefore, lo-
cal slope, location of camera and light sources are
de�ned in world coordinate. Whereas, observed
images formed by perspective projection are de-

�ned in camera coordinate. These two coordni-
ates have same origin as shown in �g.2 and �g.
3. Position of world coordinate will be denoted
by (x; y; z), and that of camera coordinate will be

denoted (�; �) throughout this paper.

2.1 Equation of perspective shading

The shading of a Lambertian cylinder for i-th
light source is described as

Li = I0�
cos �inc
D2
i

= I0�
��Xip+�Zi

D3
i

p
1 + p2

; (1)
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�Xi � Xi � x; �Y i � Yi � y; �Xi � Zi � z:

Where I0 and � denote the departed strength of

light rays and the albedo of surface respectively.

The (Xi; Yi; Zi) denotes location of light source
and p denotes local slope.

2.2 Equation of perspective observa-

tion

Equation of perspective observation found in text

books is described by two variables : focal length
and height Zo of camera. Because it doesn't vi-
olate generality to extend focal length as same
with Zo as shown in �g.3, both coordinates can

be described simultaneously on image plane.
In �g.3, a point P (x; y; z) on object surface is

recorded at P 0
o(�; �) by apparent shift Sd. Since

Sd = ztan� and OP 0
o = Zotan�, the Sx becomes

Sx = Sd cos� = Sd
�

OP 0
o

= �
z

Zo
; (2)

and Sy become �zZ�1
o in the same way.

Consequently, following relation is derived

x = �(1� z

Zo
); y = �(1� z

Zo
): (3)

2.3 Unknowns in recovery problem

Equation (1) contains three unknowns I0�, p,

z(x; y) for known position (x; y). But by eq. (3),
it is clear that (x; y) can't be determined before
recovery of shape. So, two equations contain �ve
unknowns (x, y, z, I0�, p) and are connected im-

plicitly.

3 Strategy and solution
Since shading is invariant to observing position
in Lambertian model, it is possible to transfor-
m shading equation into new one. This reduces
two unknowns and divides problem into two. By

calculating photometric ratio, another unknown



can be eliminated as well. As a result, unique

recovery can be done using two shade images by
determining two unknowns.

3.1 Invariant characteristics

Shape recovery is done at apparent position

P 0
o(�; �) because depth is recovered from shade

images. Where, angle between surface normal
and light ray is invariant even in perspective
observation because these are de�ned in world

coordinate. The amount of shading is invari-
ant as well by Lambertian assumption, that is,
recorded brightness at P 0

o is same with that at

P(x; y; z). Consequently, recovered slope at P 0
o

becomes same with slope at P . So, recovered
depth at P 0

o is same with original depth at P 0(x; y)
even in perspective observation. This is very im-

portant advantage of SFS problem.

3.2 Transformed shading equation

By substituting eq. (3) into (1), a transformed
shading equation is derived

Li = I0�
��Xip+�Zi

d3i
p
1 + p2

; (4)

di �
q
�2Xi + �2Y i +�2

Zi;

�Xi � Xi � �(1� z

Zo
); �Y i � Yi � �(1� z

Zo
):

This transform eliminates two unknowns (x; y),

and replaces depth z(x; y) into z(�; �) maintain-

ing generality of problem because depth is invari-
ant. As a natural consequence, original problem
become a problem of apparent shape recovery be-

cause eq. (4) is de�ned in camera coordinate.

3.3 Equation of slope

The equation of slope is derived by calculating
photometric ratio[11] of two transformed shading

equations in order to eliminate unknown I0�

L1

L2

=
(��X1p��Z1)

(��X2p��Z2)

d32
d3
1

; (5)

and by solving it with respect to slope p on the
assumption of known z(�; �). The equations of
slope becomes

pD =
L1�Z2d

3
1
� L2�Z1d

3
2

L1�X2d
3
1
� L2�X1d

3
2

: (6)

When single image is available, this becomes

pSi =
B �

p
B2 � AC

A
; for I0� = 1: (7)

A � �2Xi�L2

i d
6

i ; B � �Xi�Zi; C � �2

Zi�L2

i d
6

i :

This equation is useful when image contains

self-shadow. The � sign in eq. (7) caused by mir-
ror solution can be eliminated easily by compar-
ing the slopes pD and pSi on shadowless zone.

3.4 Recurrence relation

Since equation of slope is based on the assump-
tion of known depth, depth should be determined
prior to slope. Recurrence relation coming from
de�nition of mean slope enables to determine

depth priorily.
In discrete image, mean slope is de�ned as

p(�� 1; �) =
z(�; �)� z(�� 2; �)

2
: (8)

So, following recurrence relation is derived with
natural boundary condition

z(�; �) = z(�� 2; �) + 2p(�� 1; �); (9)

z(0; �) � 0; z(1; �) � p(0; �):

By this relation, z and p become connected.
Therefore, shape recovery become possible using
eqs. (6) and (9) from observed two shade images.

3.5 Equation of ortho-image

Recovered shape at apparent position should be

corrected using equation of observation in order
to generate ortho-image.

For interpolation, inverse of eq. (3) is used.

� = [x]
Zo

Zo � z
; � = [y]

Zo

Zo � z
; (10)

where the ([x]; [y]) denotes the position of each
pixel in ortho-image expressed by integer value.

3.6 Compatibility and uniqueness

The proposed shape recovery process is compat-
ible with orthographic condition. When distance
to light sources and camera become in�nity, eq.
(4) becomes equivalent with eq. (1) because (�; �)

become same with (x; y).

The uniqueness of recovered shape is guaran-
teed naturally because recovery is done mechan-
ically with no ad hoc constraint. Accurate result

is expected for ideal Lambertian object because
this is exact solution.



Figure 4: One of original shade image incident
from right light source.

4 Implementations
Algorithms have been implemented for covering
real situation which is more complex than ideal
owing to non-constant albedos, self-shadows and

interreections.

4.1 Preprocessing

In preprocessing, separation of pure albedo and
shade images is done and e�ect of interreection

is reduced.

4.1.1 Separation of albedo and shading

Pure albedo image �(�; �) is generated by divid-
ing sum of two shade image I(�; �) into local

mean intensity I(�)

�(�; �) =
I1(�; �) + I2(�; �)

I1(�) + I2(�)
: (11)

Pure shade images Li(�; �) are generated by
dividing each shade image into pure albedo

Li(�; �) =
Ii(�; �)

�(�; �)
: (12)

This separation is based on a idea that intensity
variation by shading is global but that by albedo
is local.

4.1.2 Reduction of interreections

Interreections are occurred mainly on folded
part of book and are hard to remove because
of many unknown parameters[7][8][9]. Therefore,
this e�ect is modeled following global reectance

pattern LGi (�) (bold line in �g.5) and is removed
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Figure 5: Modeled global interreection pattern.

Figure 6: Generated pure shade image.

by calculating local e�ect. Local e�ect Li(�; �) is
modeled as

Li(�; �) � a(�; �)LGi (�) + b(�; �); (13)

and parameters (a; b) are calculated by mini-
mizing error of �tting both sides of eq. 13.

Figure 6 shows pure shade image separated
from �g.4. Although this preprocessing is based
on simple idea, acceptably reliable image of pure
shade and albedo can be obtained.

4.2 Shape Recovery
Shape recovery can be done by proposed ap-
proach. However due to the self-shadow at mar-
gin and folded part, more comprehensive algo-
rithm is required. This algorithm is based on a

feed-back process which iteratively re�nes shape
information.

Initial estimation of depth is done using eq.6



Table 1: Results of simulation (512�512 image).

Case 1 2 3 4

Shape _ _ _ __

Shading k^� k^� k^ ^^

Recovery k k� k^� k^ ^^

Time (sec) 13 22 179 345

Error (%) 48.4 2 � 10�6 7 � 10�5 3.53

Error (%) = jZreal�Zrecoveredj
Zreal
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Figure 7: Simulation results of shape recovery.

by assuming no self-shadow. Using recovered in-
formation, zone over the line of incident light ray

pLi =

q
�2Xi + �2Y i

�Zi

(14)

is determined as shadowless and other part is

done as self-shadowed. Within shadowless zone,
adaptation of observed albedo to theoretical re-
ectance calculated by recovered shape is done.

In next process, same way as initial calculation
is done on shadowless zone, but pSi of eq. 7 is cal-
culated by a shadowless image when another im-
age is self-shadowed. Combining depth recovered

from both zone, shadowed and non-shadowed, w-
hole shape of book is produced, then this is used
for re�ning albedo by adaptation, again.
This feed-back process iteratively re�nes shape

of book. In folder part of book, where no direct
light reaches, extrapolation of depth from known
part is done. This feed-back process shall be con-

verged within acceptable error when uniqueness
and existence of SFS solution are guaranteed.

5 Experiments
Table 1 and �g.7 show simulated results of shape

recovery done by Pentium 133 MHz Unix system.

Table 2: Experimental environments.
Size of book 20.5 cm (998 pixel)

Pixel size 0.24 mm (59.7" )

Light sources (�109; 0; 48)cm
(�4504; 0; 1993) pixel

Camera 83cm (3428 pixel)

Figure 8: Finally obtained ortho-image.

Light sources are located at (�2000; 0; 4000) for
Case 1 and 2, and at (�9000; 0; 4000) for Case 3

and 4 in pixel unit. Camera is located at 4000.

The _and __ symbols mean single and dou-
ble cylinder respectively as shown in �g.7. Three
symbols in Shading and Recovery �elds indicate

status of camera, light sources and self-shadow
respectively. Symbol k and ^ mean orthographic
and perspective condition respectively, and sym-
bol  and � mean existence and non-existence

of self-shadow respectively.

Case 1 shows high error because perspective
light condition is ignored, whereas Case 2 and 3

show near exact results. This means that ignor-
ing perspective light condition gives high error
even when distance is acceptably long (8.7 times

than object size). Case 4 shows acceptable er-
ror for double cylinder even in fully perspective
condition. In comparing Case 2 and 3, it is clear
that self-shadow is overcome successfully.

Environment of real experiment are shown in
tab.2. Pure albedo image is separated from ob-
served shade images and apparent warp is cor-

rected using recovered depth. This �nal ortho-



Figure 9: Three dimensional perspective view of
book produced by recovered albedo and depth.

image of albedo is shown in �g.8. When it is
compared to �g.4, reliability of separating albe-

do and shading, and that of depth recovery can
be easily acknowledged. In order to show recov-
ered informations simultaneously, image of three

dimensional perspective view is generated and is
shown in �g.9.

Results of simulation and real experiment show
accuracy and reliability of proposed approach.

6 Conclusions
A strategy and solution in shape recovery of book
surface from shading on fully perspective condi-

tion is proposed in this paper.

Following self-estimation is done.

First, proposed strategy is a proper way in solv-

ing fully perspective SFS problem. It is more ef-
�cient in time and is more probable to obtain u-
nique and exact solution than frequently used op-

timizing strategy (see Zhang[12] for review). Sec-
ond, since derived equations are compatible with
orthographic condition, these may be used as a
subset of other SFS approaches. Third, due to

the recurrence relation which propagates recov-
ered shape information, proposed approach can
cause hard error when there is severe quantiza-
tion error during observation. Finally, for apply-

ing to shape recovery of general object, another
constraint or invariance should be added. This
one must be orthogonal to solution space of pro-

posed approach which is spanned by slope p.

The proposed approach is expected useful in
constructing virtual library of rare books where
the restriction of non-contact observation is high-

ly required.
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